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Coming to the Netherlands for a cultural 

exchange (au pair) 

 

1. Why have we written this publication? 
 

Would you like to come to the Netherlands in the context of a cultural exchange programme? For a stay 

of over 90 days, you must apply for a residence permit. 

 

In this publication you can find out: 

 the conditions for the residence permits; 

 how the application procedure works; 

 what rights correspond to the residence permit; 

 which rules you must abide by; 

 what you have to do if your situation changes; 

 where you can obtain further information; 

 what to do when you have the nationality of a country that is part of the European Union, the 

European Economic Area or Switzerland. 

 

Would you like to come to the Netherlands for another purpose? Then there are other admission 

procedures. See www.ind.nl for further information. 

 

 

2. How you can obtain a residence permit? 
 
Au pair: always via an au pair agency recognised by the IND. 

 

Voluntary work in the context of the European Solidarity Corps or a cultural exchange 

programme of a cultural exchange organisation: always via a cultural exchange organization 

recognised by the IND. For more information about the European Voluntary Service, see www.nji.nl. 

 

Working Holiday Program (WHP) or the Working Holiday Scheme (WHS): you should personally 

request a residence permit at the IND. If you have the Argentinian or Uruguayan nationality, you can 

only submit the application at the Dutch embassy in Buenos Aires. There is no Dutch embassy in 

Uruguay. If you have the Taiwanese nationality, you can submit the application at the Netherlands Office 

Taipei in Taipei. If you are a citizen of Hong Kong and you are holder of a BNO-passport or a Hong Kong 

SAR passport, you can only submit the application at the Dutch authorities in Hong Kong.  

 

 

  

http://www.ind.nl/
http://www.nji.nl/
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3. Which conditions must you fulfil? 
 

The following general terms and conditions apply to all exchange youngsters: 
 You have a valid passport. 

 You stay in the Netherlands for a maximum of 1 year. 

 You have never had a regular residence permit in the context of a cultural exchange. 

 You are aged 18 or older, but are younger than 31. 

 You do not pose a risk to public order or national safety. That means that you have not been 

convicted of a crime and you have not committed any war crimes, terrorist acts or crimes against 

humanity. 

 You take out healthcare insurance in the Netherlands. 

 You must undergo a test for tuberculosis in the Netherlands. This test must be carried out within 3 

months of the residence permit being issued. If necessary, you must be treated for TB. If you have 

the nationality of one of the countries listed in the appendix ‘Exemption from the obligation to 

undergo a tuberculosis (TB) test’? Then the TB test is not required. 

 You may not pay a deposit to a (Dutch or foreign) intermediary agency or exchange organisation. 

 You may not have a contract with a host family or a (Dutch or foreign) intermediary agency or 

exchange organisation in which it is recorded that you must pay a (money)fine if you do not comply 

with the contract. 

 You may not carry out tasks for persons who have special care needs, which requires you to have 

specific skills. 

 You may not have stayed in the Netherlands unlawfully at any time. 

 You may not have provided incorrect details for a previous residence permit or failed to mention 

relevant details. 

 

Working Holiday Program or Working Holiday Scheme 
Aside from the general terms and conditions, the following applies for the Working Holiday Program or 

Working Holiday Scheme: 

 You are a national from: Canada, New-Zealand, Australia, Argentina, Uruguay, Japan, Taiwan, South 

Korea or you are a citizen of Hong Kong and you are holder of a BNO-passport or a Hong Kong SAR 

passport. 

 You have a return ticket or sufficient funds to buy this. 

 The main purpose of your stay is to get to know Dutch society and culture. 

 You will bring no children who depend on you. 

 You have health insurance that covers the Netherlands. 

 During your stay in the Netherlands, you are allowed to follow a short study/course and to do 

incidental work, in order to provide for your own livelihood. 

Please note! Each year a maximum of 100 young Argentinian, 100 Uruguayan, 200 Japanese, 100 

Taiwanese, 100 South Korean and 100 Hong Kong people may participate. For more information, see 

www.ind.nl. 

 

Au pairs 
Aside from the general terms and conditions, the following applies for au pairs: 

 You must stay with a host family that consists of at least 2 people. 

 The host family has sufficient income for at least 1 year. An income requirement of 1.5 times the 

statutory minimum wage of the Netherlands applies. For more information, see www.ind.nl. 

 You have not previously worked for the host family, even abroad. 

 You may carry out light household tasks. You may carry out light household tasks for a maximum of 

8 hours per day, up to 30 hours per week. You are not paid for these tasks. 

 You are completely free at least 2 days a week. 

 The host family provides you with accommodation, food and pocket money. Your pocket money may 

not be higher than the amount that the Tax Department has set for au pairs. See 

www.belastingdienst.nl. 

 Together with the host family, you must draw up a daily schedule, sign it and give it to the 

recognised sponsor. 

http://www.ind.nl/
http://www.ind.nl/
http://www.belastingdienst.nl/
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 You sign an awareness declaration with the host family. With the signing of this declaration it is 

declared that you have no family-law relationship to the third degree with one of the members of 

the host family. 

 You may not pay over € 34 for items such as registration fees, intermediary costs and/or taking a 

course (prescribed by the authorities of your country of origin) in preparation of your stay in the 

Netherlands. 

 

Voluntary work in the context of the European Solidarity Corps 
Aside from the general terms and conditions for Voluntary Work in the context of the European Solidarity 

Corps applies that you reside in the Netherlands in the context of an exchange programme that has been 

approved by the Dutch Youth Institute. 

In addition to the general conditions, the following applies to this purpose of stay: 

 You have an agreement with the recognised sponsor in which the volunteer programme and your 

specific activities are described. 

 The application will not be rejected if you have previously resided in the Netherlands in the context 

of an exchange. 

 The residence permit may be refused if there are evidence or serious and objective reasons to 

establish that the stay serves or would serve other purposes than voluntary work in the framework 

of the European Solidarity Corps. 

 

Private cultural exchanges 
Aside from the general terms and conditions, the following applies to private cultural exchanges: 

 You must reside within a host family that comprises at least 2 persons. 

 You have not previously worked for the host family. 

 In certain cases, you must be aged between 15 and 18 in order to take part in a cultural exchange 

programme. This will be made clear by the exchange programme itself. 

 

 

4. When is a residence permit not required? 
 

You do not need a residence permit if you have the nationality of one of the following countries: 

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, 

Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Malta, Norway, Poland, 

Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The Czech Republic.   

 

Please note! You must first report to a recognised au pair agency or recognised cultural exchange 

organisation. The recognised sponsor will assess whether you meet the conditions. Only if you meet the 

conditions, you may stay in the Netherlands as part of the au pair programme or cultural exchange. If 

you carry out work as an au pair in a host family without the intervention of a recognised sponsor, this 

activity constitutes work for which wages must be paid. For further information, please contact SZW. 

 

 

5. Which documents do you need? 
 

The au pair agency or cultural exchange organisation will first check whether you and the host family 

meet the conditions; then it will apply for the residence permit for you. In order to obtain the residence 

permit, the organisation must be able to demonstrate to the IND that you fulfil the relevant conditions; 

they will need documentation in order to do so. The organisation will let you know which documents you 

need to provide, e.g. a copy of your passport. In order to register in the Municipal Personal Records 

Database in the Netherlands, a legalised and translated birth certificate is required. 
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Official means of evidence 
Official foreign means of evidence must be issued and legalised by the competent authorities of the 

country that issued the means of evidence. In some countries the document must then also be legalized 

by the Dutch embassy or the Dutch consulate in the country in question. 

In ‘apostille countries’ an apostille, issued by the competent local authorities, is sufficient. If no Dutch 

embassy or consulate is available in that country, the document must be legalised by the Dutch embassy 

or consulate responsible for that country. Official foreign means of evidence include, for example, birth 

certificates and marriage certificates. Having these means of evidence legalised or provided with an 

apostille stamp can take a long time. You should start several months in advance of submitting your 

application with having documents legalised or provided with an apostille stamp in the country of origin. 

For more information about legalisation or apostille requirements for documents per country and any 

exceptions to these requirements, you can telephone the ‘Public Information Service’, telephone number 

1400. You can also visit the website www.government.nl. 

 

Legalisation 
A document that is legal in one country is not necessarily legal in another. That is why you must have 

official foreign documents legalised for use in the Netherlands. This means that the authorities that 

issued the document must declare that it is official. This confirms the authenticity of the signature on the 

document and the capacity of the signatory. The Dutch embassy or consulate then legalizes the 

document. The embassy or the consulate then checks to ensure that the signature is genuine. 

If no Dutch embassy or consulate is available in that country, the document must be legalised by the 

Dutch embassy or consulate responsible for that country. 

 

Sometimes a so-called apostille stamp on the document will suffice. The Ministers of Justice or Foreign 

Affairs can issue this type of stamp abroad. The document does not then need to be legalised by the 

Dutch embassy or consulate. An apostille stamp is only an option if the document comes from a country 

that is affiliated to the Netherlands via the Apostille treaty. You can ask the Consular Services Centre 

within the Foreign Office whether the country is affiliated via the Apostille treaty. Look at 

www.government.nl for more information. You can contact the local authorities yourself for legalisation 

or an apostille stamp. 

 

Legalisation costs money. You must always pay these costs, even if you do not receive the document or 

it does not arrive on time. The amount you have to pay for legalisation varies per country. You must ask 

the authorities in your country of origin about these costs. The Dutch embassy or consulate in the 

country of origin may also impose additional charges (e.g. fax costs). 

 

Translation 
All of the documents that you submit with the application must be drawn up in Dutch, English, French or 

German. If this is not the case, you must have them translated by a translator who has been certified by 

a court. Certified translators are listed in the Register of certified translators and interpreters (Rbtv). See 

www.bureauwbtv.nl for further information. Are you having the document translated abroad? Then the 

translation must be legalised. You can thus demonstrate that a certified translator has been used. 

 

 

  

http://www.government.nl/
http://www.government.nl/
http://www.bureauwbtv.nl/
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6. How does the application procedure work? 
 

In many cases, you will need a visa in order to travel to the Netherlands for a stay of over 90 days. This 

is called a Regular Provisional Residence Permit (mvv). The procedure is then slightly different to a case 

which does not require an mvv. 

 

Residence permit without mvv 
If you do not need an mvv the au pair agency or the cultural exchange organisation will apply for a 

residence permit for you. The organisation is advised to do this while you are still abroad. Once the IND 

has indicated to the organisation that it will issue a residence permit, you can come to the Netherlands. 

Then you can be sure that you are not travelling to the Netherlands unnecessarily. The employer can 

also submit an application while you are in the Netherlands.  

The problem with this is that you do not know, at that moment, whether you will be issued with a 

residence permit. It can also be difficult to obtain all of the necessary documents in the Netherlands. 

 

While awaiting the decision on the application, you may not perform any activities related to your 

purpose of stay. The residence permit is granted by issuing the residence document. The exchange year 

can only begin after the residence permit has been collected and work as an au pair may be carried out 

in the host family. 

 

Access and residence 
The au pair agency or the cultural exchange organisation will apply for an mvv and the residence permit 

in one application for you. This is the ‘Access and Residence’ procedure. If you are issued with an mvv, 

the au pair agency or the cultural exchange organisation will notify you of this fact. You must collect the 

mvv within 3 months at the Dutch embassy or consulate in the country of origin or country of continuous 

residence. After issuance of the regular provisional residence permit (mvv), which is placed in your 

passport, you have 90 days to travel to the Netherlands. Upon arrival in the Netherlands, you can collect 

your residence permit within two weeks. You will be notified of where and when you must collect your 

residence permit by the au pair agency or the cultural exchange organisation. Please note! Your mvv 

must still be valid when you collect your residence document from the IND. 

 

The cost of the procedure 
Applying for an mvv and a residence permit costs money. These costs are referred to as ‘fees’. The au 

pair agency or the cultural exchange organisation pays the fees to the IND on your behalf. If the fees are 

not paid, the IND will not process your application. You will not be refunded your money if the 

application is turned down. There is a summary of the fees on www.ind.nl. 

 

Duration of the procedure 
If the application is complete, the IND will usually decide within 2 weeks. The procedure can last up to a 

maximum of 90 days. Bear in mind that it takes time for the mediation process to take place and to 

obtain a residence permit. So register with a recognised au pair agency or cultural exchange 

organisation in good time. Contact the organisation for further information. 

 

 

7. What rights correspond to the residence permit? 
 

Here, you can see which rights you have with a residence permit for cultural exchange. 

 

Validity 
With the residence permit you may stay in the Netherlands for a maximum of 1 year. The residence 

permit cannot be extended. As long as you continue to meet the conditions, your residence permit will 

remain valid. If you no longer meet the conditions, this must be reported to the IND and your residence 

permit will be withdrawn. If your exchange programme has ended (whether or not prematurely), you no 

longer meet the conditions for your residence permit and you must leave the Netherlands, unless you 

apply for a residence permit for a different purpose. 

 

http://www.ind.nl/
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Work 
As an au pair, you may only carry out light household tasks for your host family after you have collected 

the residence document. Exchange youngsters admitted under the WHP or WHS are allowed to carry out 

incidental work without the employer having been issued a work permit. As an exchange youngster, you 

may only work as a volunteer if this is within the context of the exchange programme set up by the 

cultural exchange organisation. For more information, see www.ind.nl. 

 

Family-members or relatives 

You cannot apply for a residence permit for family-members or relatives. 

 

Please note! If you apply for benefits in the Netherlands, your residence permit will be withdrawn. 

 

 

8. Which rules must you and your au pair agency or 

cultural exchange organisation abide by? 
 

The organisation that submits the residence permit for you functions as the sponsor. The sponsor is 

responsible for ensuring that you stay in the Netherlands on a legal basis. Not only when the application 

for the residence permit is made but also thereafter. It is important that you are familiar with the rules 

that apply to the au pair agency or the cultural exchange organisation. There are also certain obligations 

for you. 

 

The organisation’s obligations  
Information obligation 

The organisation must pass on relevant changes in details, facts and circumstances to the IND. It is 

therefore important that you and your host family report any changes to the recognised sponsor. This 

concerns anything that corresponds to your residence permit. For example: 

 if you move to live with another host family; 

 if another au pair agency or another cultural exchange organisation becomes your sponsor; 

 if you go to work even though that is not permitted; 

 if the au pair agency or the cultural exchange organisation is no longer in a position to monitor you; 

 if the agreed daily schedule is not adhered to by you or your host family or is amended (this only 

applies to au pairs); 

 if there are any changes to the composition of the host family such as birth of a baby or separation 

from the host parents; 

 if you leave the Netherlands. 

 

Administration obligation 

The organisation also has an administration obligation. It must collate and retain relevant information 

about you and your host family. For example: 

 a copy of your passport; 

 the names and address of the members of the host family where you are staying; 

 the signed daily schedule in the host family where you are staying as an au pair; 

 the period for which you are residing with the host family and the composition of the host family; 

 documents that show that the host family where you are staying has sufficient income; 

 a summary of the efforts that the au pair agency or cultural exchange organisation has made in 

order to ensure your welfare and wellbeing during your stay in the Netherlands. 

 

If the organisation is no longer your sponsor, they must still retain the information for 5 years. The IND 

can request these details at any moment in order to check whether the organisation is fulfilling its 

obligations. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ind.nl/
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Duty of care  

The organisation also has a duty of care. This means, for example, that it must use a careful recruitment 

and selection procedure for exchange youngsters and host families. The organisation must also provide 

you with information about your stay in the Netherlands, the details of the exchange programme and 

your accommodation with the host family. Furthermore, the organisation must inform you about your 

rights and obligation as an au pair or exchange youngster and the rights and obligations of your host 

family. The organisation must regularly find out how you are getting on, whether things are working out 

in the host family and if you are you are being given sufficient opportunity to familiarise yourself with 

Dutch culture and society. If there are problems (between you and your host family), the organisation 

must resolve them. Always report problems immediately to the au pair agency or your exchange 

organisation. If you reside in the Netherlands as an au pair, the au pair agency must ensure that you do 

not carry out any work other than light household tasks and only for the hours detailed in the daily 

schedule which has been agreed with the host family. For example, the au pair agency must ensure that 

as an au pair: 

• you do not work more than 30 hours a week, not even for extra payment; 

• you do not work at more than one address; 

• you do not perform any work during a holiday with the host family. 

 

Your sponsor 
The au pair agency or the cultural exchange organisation remains your sponsor until: 

 you are no longer an exchange youngster with the organisation and the organisation has informed 

the IND; 

 you have left the Netherlands and will no longer be returning; 

 your organisation is no longer recognised as a sponsor; 

 your residence permit has been withdrawn; 

 you have obtained a permanent residence permit or a residence permit for another residence 

purpose. 

 

Your obligations 
As an exchange youngster, you also have an information obligation. You must report important changes 

to the IND unless the change has already been reported by the au pair agency or the cultural exchange 

organisation. You can report the changes using the Notification form for foreign nationals (7597), which 

can be found at www.ind.nl/en. If you still meet the conditions, your residence permit will remain valid. 

The IND will review and assess the changes. 

 

 

9. What happens if your situation changes? 
 

Another host family, au pair agency or cultural exchange organisation? 
Your residence permit remains valid if you switch to another host family or another organisation. 

You can always switch to another recognised sponsor or host family. There are no conditions attached to 

this for you as an au pair or exchange youngster. If you continue to meet all the conditions, also with the 

new sponsor and the new host family, your residence permit will remain valid. The recognised sponsor 

reports the administrative change to the IND. 

 

If you no longer meet the conditions for residence as an exchange youngster, this will be reported to the 

IND by the recognised sponsor. The IND can then withdraw your residence permit. Only the IND is 

authorised to withdraw a residence permit. The recognised sponsor can only report to the IND. If your 

residence permit has been withdrawn, you must leave the Netherlands, unless you can lawfully reside in 

the Netherlands on other grounds. If you have any doubts about your situation or if you have any 

questions, you can call the Meldpunt Misbruik au pairs: 06 - 10 82 35 94. 

 

 

  

https://ind.nl/en/forms/7597.pdf
http://www.ind.nl/
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10. What happens if you, your host family or the  

       recognised sponsor do/does not abide by the 

       rules? 
 

The IND, SZW or the police can check at any time whether you, your host family and the au pair agency 

or cultural exchange organisation are complying with the rules. If not, you may have to face the 

following measures. 

 

Consequences for your stay 
If you or your organisation have provided incorrect information in the application for a residence permit 

or have withheld relevant information, this may have consequences for your stay in the Netherlands. The 

residence permit could also be withdrawn if it transpires that you no longer fulfil the conditions. If the au 

pair agency or the cultural exchange organisation has failed to abide by the rules on numerous 

occasions, the IND could decide that the institution may no longer function as a sponsor.  

If this was not your fault, then you have 3 months to find a new cultural exchange organisation or au 

pair agency. That new organisation must be recognised by the IND as a sponsor. 

If you are unsuccessful in finding a new sponsor within the given time frame, your residence permit can 

be withdrawn and then you must leave the Netherlands. 

 

Reporting a criminal act 
The IND has a duty to report any reasonable suspicions of a criminal act with the police. This is the case, 

for example, if you have knowingly provided incorrect information. The police transfers the matter to the 

Public Prosecution Service. The Public Prosecution Service will then determine whether you will be 

prosecuted. If this is the case, you could be sentenced to a prison term or receive a fine. Your residence 

permit may also be withdrawn. 

 

Departure from the Netherlands 
If your residence permit is no longer valid or is withdrawn, you must leave the Netherlands. The IND will 

check this. If you do not leave of your own accord, the Dutch government may deport you. The costs 

incurred by the government can be recuperated from you or your sponsor. 

 

 

11. What can you do if the organisation is not abiding  

by the rules? 
 

Many exchange youngsters have a great time in the Netherlands, but you may come up against a 

unpleasant situation while you are in the country. If you have a complaint about your host family (you 

no longer have your passport or you have to carry out other tasks - not light household tasks- or work 

longer hours than has been agreed), you must first try to resolve the issue between yourselves. If that is 

unsuccessful, you can contact the au pair agency or cultural exchange organisation. If your au pair 

agency or cultural exchange organisation cannot or does not want to help resolve the issue, you may 

contact the IND. 

 

If the au pair agency or the cultural exchange organisation is not abiding by the rules set by the IND, 

you must notify the IND. The IND will investigate whether measures must be taken. Depending on the 

type of complaint, the IND will pass this onto the police and/or the Social Affairs and Employment 

Inspectorate. The host family may also contact the IND. 

 

In serious case, e.g. abuse or exploitation, you can contact the Dutch police directly or call the special 

reporting point for au pairs on 06 - 10 82 35 94. 
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12. Frequently asked questions 
 

I want to come to the Netherlands as an au pair or exchange youngster, how do I arrange 

that? 

You contact a recognised au pair agency or cultural exchange organisation. Host families do that too. 

The au pair agency or the cultural exchange organisation will mediate. An application for a residence 

permit always goes through the au pair agency or a cultural exchange organisation. You cannot apply for 

a residence permit yourself. The host family cannot do that either. 

 

How do I find the most suitable au pair agency? 

On www.ind.nl, you can find an open register of all au pair agencies and cultural exchange organisations 

that are recognised by the IND as a sponsor. Only recognised sponsors can apply for a residence permit 

for au pairs or exchange youngsters. The IND recognises organisations only if they are trustworthy and 

conduct an approved exchange programme. 

 

How long will it take before I obtain a residence permit? 

If the application is complete, the IND will usually decide within 2 weeks. The legal time limit is 90 days. 

Bear in mind that the au pair agency or the cultural exchange organisation can only submit an 

application if a host family has been found and all of the paperwork is in order. Ask the organisation how 

much time they need to do so and register in good time. 

 

Can I come to the Netherlands while I am waiting for the residence permit? 

If you do not need an mvv, the organisation can submit an application while you are in the Netherlands. 

The problem with this is that you do not know, at that moment, whether you will be issued with a 

residence permit. It can also be difficult to obtain all of the necessary documents in the Netherlands. You 

therefore run the risk that you will end up in the Netherlands even though you will be unable to stay. 

Furthermore, it is not permitted to perform activities related to your purpose of stay while awaiting the 

decision. If you do need an mvv, you must await the decision regarding the application in your country 

of origin. 

 

What changes does the recognised sponsor have to report to the IND? 

In order to be able to comply with the obligation to provide information, the recognised sponsor must 

notify us of any changes related to your residence permit. Depending on your purpose of stay, this may 

be when you: 

 are going to live with or be placed with another host family; 

 are going to be placed by another au pair agency or other cultural exchange organisation; 

 do other voluntary work; 

 start working when that is not allowed; 

 or your host family do/does not comply with the agreed daily schedule or if the agreed daily 

schedule has been changed (only for au pairs); 

 leave the Netherlands. 

 

If another au pair agency or another cultural exchange organisation is going to mediate for you, you 

must notify your old au pair agency or cultural exchange organisation in time. 

 

I have not ‘clicked’ with my host family. Will my residence permit remain valid if I move to 

another host family? 

Your residence permit remains valid if you transfer to another host family. The same goes if you transfer 

to another au pair agency. Are you going to another host family? Then you and the au pair agency or 

cultural exchange organisation must notify the IND. The recognised sponsor checks whether the new 

host family meets all the conditions. As an au pair, you are not subject to any restrictions on transferring 

to another family or recognised sponsor. You may switch at any time. There is no statutory notice 

period. Always try to arrange a transfer as well as possible and in consultation as far as the situation 

allows.  

 

http://www.ind.nl/
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If another au pair agency or cultural exchange organisation is to mediate for you, this organisation will 

become your new sponsor. It is important that the recognised sponsor reports this to the IND. The 

organisation must, of course, be recognised as a sponsor by the IND. You must also inform your old au 

pair agency or cultural exchange organisation promptly about your transfer. 

 

You are not being given the opportunity to familiarise yourself with Dutch culture and society, 

what now? 

Do you have complaints about your host family? First try to solve the problems by mutual agreement. If 

that does not work, please contact your au pair agency or cultural exchange organisation. If the au pair 

agency or the cultural exchange organisation is not abiding by the rules set by the IND, you must notify 

the IND. The IND will investigate whether measures must be taken.  

 

In serious cases, e.g. abuse or exploitation, you can contact the Dutch police directly or call the special 

reporting point for au pairs on 06 - 10 82 35 94. 

 

 

13. More information 
 

Do you have further questions? Then you may address these to the au pair agency or the exchange 

organisation. They are your first points of contact. 

 

For any questions about your admission to the Netherlands, you can also go directly to the IND. There 

are a range of options for contacting the IND. 

 

Internet 

On www.ind.nl you will find more information about the procedure and conditions for residence permits, 

visas and how you can become a Dutch citizen. You can also make an appointment online for your visit 

to an IND desk. 

 

Telephone 
The IND is available from Monday to Friday from 09:00 to 17:00 on 088 043 04 30. Standard rates apply 

for this information number. From abroad, call +31 88 043 04 30. Have the v-number ready (if known). 

 

Please note! If the decision period for your application has not yet expired, your application is still 

pending. We cannot give you any information about the status of your application. 

 

In serious cases, e.g. abuse or exploitation, you can contact the Dutch police directly or call the special 

reporting point for au pairs on 06 - 10 82 35 94. 

 

Social media 
The IND is on Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook and YouTube. If you have a general question, you can ask the 

IND's webcare team. They will answer your questions on working days from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

Social media channels are public. Therefore, they are not suited to the exchange of personal information. 

So do not provide any personal or financial details in your messages, such as your personal data or case 

number.  For more information, visit www.ind.nl/socialmedia. 

 

Letter or e-mail 
General questions 

Immigratie- en Naturalisatiedienst 

Postbus 17 

9560 AA Ter Apel 

 

Email: please use the e-mail form on www.ind.nl. 

 

  

http://www.ind.nl/
http://www.ind.nl/socialmedia
http://www.ind.nl/
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Visit 
In the Netherlands, you can also go to an IND desk. Find your nearest branch on www.ind.nl. Please 

keep in mind that you need to make an appointment first. 

 

Complaints 
If you want to make a complaint about the way the IND treated you, you can use the complaint form on 

www.ind.nl. 

 

For complaints you can also call +31 88 043 04 70. 

 

Questions about legalisation? 
For information about the legalisation of documents (birth certificate, marriage certificate), you can call 

number 1400 (Central government Information). Via internet: www.government.nl. 

 

 
Processing of personal data 
The Immigration and Naturalisation Service (IND) processes personal data when it processes your 

application, notification, or request. This means that if needed the IND will request data from you 

yourself and other organisations or persons. The IND also uses and stores data and shares them with 

other organisations. When doing so, the IND strictly adheres to the stipulations of privacy legislation. 

For instance, the IND must treat data safely and with due care. The law also gives rights. At your 

request, you are allowed to see which data on you the IND processes. You can also get information on 

why the IND does so and to whom your data have been passed on. On www.ind.nl you can read how the 

IND processes your data and which rights you have. You can also read how to use your rights. 

 

 

 

 

 

No rights can be derived from the content of the publication. The text of this publication may be used if 

the source is mentioned. 

 

 

  

http://www.ind.nl/
http://www.ind.nl/
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Appendix  

Overview of the application procedure for a residence 

permit 
 

The table below indicates what you, the au-pair agency or the cultural exchange organisation and the 

IND must do in order to obtain a residence permit for a cultural exchange. 

 

  What do you do?  What does your organisation 
do? 

 What does the IND do? 

1. On the basis of the publication, 

check to ensure that you fulfil the 

conditions to obtain a residence 

permit. A summary of recognised 

sponsors can be found on 

www.ind.nl. 

Your au-pair agency or cultural 

exchange organisation mediates 

between you and the host family. The 

organisation will provide information 

about your stay in the Netherlands, the 

details of the exchange programme and 

your accommodation with the host 

family. The organisation will also tell 

you about your rights and obligations 

and those of the host family. 

 

2. You must ensure that the 

organisation has all paperwork 

and documents necessary to 

submit an application to the IND. 

The organisation will submit an 

application for a residence permit to the 

IND. If you need a Regular Provisional 

Residence Permit (mvv), your 

application will cover both the mvv and 

the residence permit (TEV procedure). 

The organisation pays the fees to the 

IND. 

The IND assesses the application 

and lets the organisation know 

whether you will be permitted 

entry to the Netherlands. If the 

application is complete, this can 

take place in 2 weeks. 

3.  

 

The organisation will explain the IND’s 

decision to you. The organisation can 

also appeal against an IND decision. 

If an mvv is required, the IND 

will inform the embassy or the 

consulate of its positive 

decision.The IND will indicate to 

the organisation where and 

when you can collect the 

residence permit in the 

Netherlands. 

4. You will go to the Dutch embassy 

or the Dutch consulate to collect 

the mvv. You can then travel to 

the Netherlands within 90 days. 

If you do not need an mvv, you 

can travel to the Netherlands 

immediately. 

The organisation will indicate where you 

can collect your residence permit once 

you arrive in the Netherlands. 

 

5. After arrival in the Netherlands, 

you must report to the IND 

within 2 weeks so that you can 

collect your residence permit. If 

necessary, you must have a TB 

test conducted by the Municipal 

Health Service within 3 months. 

If you are not insured for 

healthcare costs in the 

Netherlands, you must take out 

healthcare insurance within 4 

months. 

 The IND will check your identity 

and then issue your residence 

permit. 

 

  

http://www.ind.nl/
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Appendix  

Exemption from the obligation to undergo a 

tuberculosis (TB) test 
 

If you have the nationality of one of the countries on this list, you do not have to undergo a tuberculosis 

(TB) test. 

   

Albania 

Algeria 

Andorra 

Antigua and Barbuda 

Argentina 

Armenia 

Australia 

Austria 

Azerbaijan 

Bahamas 

Bahrain 

Barbados 

Belarus 

Belgium 

Belize 

Benin 

Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Brazil 

Brunei  

Bulgaria 

Burkina Faso 

Cape Verde  

Canada 

Chile 

China 

Colombia 

Comoros 

Costa Rica 

Croatia 

Cuba 

Cyprus 

Czech Republic 

Denmark 

Dominica 

Dominican Republic 

Ecuador 

Egypt 

El Salvador 

Estonia 

Fiji 

Finland 

France 

Galapagos Islands 

Georgia 

Germany 

Greece 

Grenada 

Guatemala 

Guyana 

Honduras 

Hong Kong (SAR) 

Hungary 

Iceland 

Iran 

Iraq 

Ireland 

Israel 

Italy 

Jamaica 

Japan 

Yemen 

Jordan 

Kazakhstan 

Kosovo 

Kuwait 

Latvia 

Lebanon 

Libya 

Liechtenstein 

Lithuania 

Luxembourg 

Macau (SAR) 

Malaysia 

Maldives 

Mali 

Malta 

Mauritania 

Mauritius 

Mexico 

Monaco 

Montenegro 

Nauru 

Netherlands 

New Hebrides 

New Zealand 

Nicaragua  

Niger 

Niue 

North-Macedonia 

Norway 

Oman 

Panama 

Paraguay 

Poland 

Portugal 

Qatar 

Romania 

Russia 

Rwanda 

Samoa 

San Marino 

Saudi Arabia 

Serbia 

Seychelles 

Singapore 

Slovakia 

Slovenia 

Solomon Islands 

South-Korea 

Spain 

Sri Lanka 

St Kitts & Nevis 

St Lucia 

St Vincent and the 

Grenadines 

Sudan 

Suriname 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

Syria 

Tadjikistan 

Taiwan 

Togo 

Tonga 

Trinidad and Tobago 

Tunisia 

Turkey 

Turkmenistan  

Ukraine 

United Arab Emirates 

United Kingdom 

United States of America 

Uruguay 

Uzbekistan 

Vanuatu 

Venezuela 

 


